ALTON and GALLOWAY CEMETERIES

CEMETERY RULES

- No winter decorations between April 1 and November 15. Potted plants, baskets, wreaths and artificial flowers are only permitted on graves on; a) Easter b) Memorial Day c) Mother’s Day d) Father’s Day and are to remain no longer than 5 days.

- Live flowers must be planted within 12 inches (1 foot) of GRAVE SIDE of HEAD STONE only. Lot owners are responsible for upkeep of flowers, if left untended or if they are planted any place other than 12 inches from GRAVE SIDE of HEAD STONE, THEY WILL BE CUT DOWN. Any fences erected around flowers will also be within 12 inches of GRAVE SIDE of HEAD STONE, IF THEY ARE ERECTED ANY PLACE ELSE OR FALLING DOWN THEY WILL BE REMOVED.

- Artificial/silk flowers must be removable and placed on the headstone or within 12 inches (1 foot) of GRAVE SIDE of HEAD STONE. Lot owners are responsible for upkeep of flowers if they are faded discolored or if they are placed any place other than 12 inches from GRAVE SIDE of HEAD STONE, THEY WILL BE REMOVED. Any fences erected around flowers will also be within 12 inches of GRAVE SIDE of HEAD STONE, IF THEY ARE ERECTED ANY PLACE ELSE OR FALLING DOWN THEY WILL BE REMOVED.

- No planting of TREES AND/OR SHRUBBERY.

- No DECORATOR ROCKS OR WOOD CHIPS ALLOWED. They are a hazard to employees and visitors when mowing and trimming is being done. Lot owners could be held liable for any injuries.

- No pets allowed in cemetery.

- All foot markers shall be flush with top of the ground so mowers will go over markers.
• Only two (2) babies to be buried on a single grave.
• Only two (2) cremations to be buried on a single grave.
• Only one (1) cremation burial on an EXISTING vault with the written permission of the owner.
• All human remains not cremated must be contained in a burial vault specified by the cemetery prior to burial.
• The remains of any person who died of a contagious disease will not be permitted in or on the cemetery grounds, except when placed in a hermetically sealed casket. In case of doubt on the part of the cemetery as to the nature of the disease, satisfactory evidence from the attending physician or otherwise will be required.
• No burials on Sundays, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day

RULES CAN BE REVISED WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
PRAIRIE TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES
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